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The Purpose of MYST
To provide aid and assistance to young people in the Blue mountains who
are experiencing disadvantage and trauma.

How we achieve this:
By planning, promoting, implementing and evaluating long and short-term support
programs and services for disadvantaged young people and providing appropriate
referrals to other appropriate service providers to help disadvantaged young
people.

Message from our Chair
Andrew Francis
Andy Warhol once remarked “they always say times changes things, but you actually have to change them yourself”,
and so it has been for MYST in 2019. In 2018 MYST embarked on a journey to embrace the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS) and extend our support to young people living with a disability. On this journey we learned
two things, first there is a strong demand for disability services in the Mountains and second that the NDIS whilst well
intentioned, does not have the agility to support this new user choice model, with lack of training for those wishing to
access services and insufficient funding to help suppliers build suitable client programs.In what has been a turbulent
year for MYST and our staff, changes have been actioned to ensure the sustainability of the organisation.
Following a review of services, a decision was taken to cease providing NDIS services and MYST clients transitioned to
a new service provider Able2, a new valued partner of MYST. SAMA will continue to be part of MYST and is currently
undergoing a structural review. All other programs continue to be delivered. This year Damian Cooper, who has led
MYST through much growth and change over 10+ years, decided that it was time to leave the organisation and pursue
other endeavours. I want to thank Damian for his energy, passion and advocacy of MYST and his drive to see young
people grow and develop in the Mountains. I want to thank Kim Scanlon for stepping up to lead MYST, especially during
this time of change. Kim joined the organisation in 2018 and has quickly established herself as a people leader. Kim
has taken time out with the team to pause and reflect on the past year and to re-energise MYST’s purpose and
commitment to supporting vulnerable young people. MYST has expanded programs in 2019 due to the generosity of our
donors and continued support of our funding partners and the Mountains community. I would like to thank our staff and
my fellow Board members who continue to work for the sustainability of MYST and ensure that our core services evolve
and continue to be delivered now and into the future.

Message from our Manager
Kim Scanlon
I started at MYST as the Operations manager in March 2018 and became the manager of MYST in November 2018.
I have watched MYST go through a lot of changes this year including a substantial re-structure that has seen the
organisation reduce in size but not in spirit. Our previous disability program became its own separate business called
Able2 in December 2018 and MYST still works closely with Able2 to provide the Outdoor Explore program to young
participants with disability through their NDIS plans. MYST has focused a lot more on core business this financial
year, re-examining our roles and job descriptions to create a vibrant and responsive organisation that best meets the
needs of young people in the community.
One of the most exciting changes has been the re-development of 2 youth worker roles. We now have a youth
worker based in Katoomba and one in Springwood in full time roles to provide consistency across Drop-In support,
school programs and Outdoor Explore. The relationships these youth workers are now able to develop with young
people in one geographical area across many of our programs has created deeper connections, trust and
relationships which has translated into more young people receiving help across all our programs.
I have been really impressed with our amazing team who have both embraced the changes in MYST’s restructure
and have looked positively at this opportunity to re-examine our roles and what is working and what could be done
differently to benefit young people most. The whole Team worked on a Strategic Operational Plan this year which
was workshopped extensively and is meaningful with buy-in from the whole team. Our new organisational “purpose”
is that every young person that contacts MYST gets the help they need. This purpose is motivating and sits at the
core of everything the team believe in and everything MYST is about.
Outdoor Explore and SAMA are programs that continue to develop opportunities for young people in and around the
Blue Mountains.

Programs
Adolescent & Family Counselling Services:
We have 2 part-time counsellors, Amba and Sue, who provide support directly to young people in the Blue Mountains and also
work with whole families providing restorative work in this area. Our counsellors operate from both Springwood and Katoomba
areas and travel to where they are needed. They also provide parenting courses and workshops, including the Enneagram
program.

Youth Workers, Drop-In and School Programs:
MYST understands the importance of place-based support and has two Drop-In locations offering a fun place for young people
12-17 to hang out, make connections and talk to youth workers. Springwood Youth Centre offers Drop-In every Thursday and
Friday after school. Katoomba Youth Centre offers Drop-In every Wednesday and Friday after school. Dinner is offered at both
centres on Friday nights. Our youth workers also provide outreach, particularly working in the local high schools running MYST
programs such as STEPS, kick-start, stress less and Rock and Water. We also have a specialist youth worker, Maddy,
running programs and providing outreach. Jim offers mentoring for boys and court advocacy and support.

Early Intervention Case Managers:
MYST has two Early Intervention Case Managers offering specialist support to young people with complex issues and
those at risk of experiencing homelessness, working closely with the Platform team at The Glue Factory. Our case
workers also support young people with Working Development Orders to reduce fines and debt.
.

Outdoor Explore:
Our bush adventure therapy offers young people the opportunity to experience challenges in a bush setting, learning skills
such as canyoning, abseiling and rock climbing, while learning how to manage anger and conflict, disappointment and
team work. This unique program continues to show great results with young people struggling with mental health, social
skills and emotional resilience.

Street Art Murals Australia:
SAMA is a program offering opportunities to young Street Artists to receive paid employment as well as legitimise Street Art
and change community perceptions around this art form. In addition to SAMA, the Street Art Walk in Waratah St, Katoomba
is a vibrant and evolving space where artists are welcome to request to paint a mural in that space and contribute to a now
iconic Katoomba Tourist attraction.

Disability Services:
In December 2018, the NDIS service ceased to be a service of MYST is now a separate service with the same team called
Able2. MYST and Able2 have remained close partners. MYST shares the youth centres with Able2 for counselling and HangOut and Able2 engages our Outdoor Explore program to support young people with disabilities so everyone benefits!

Who's Who
MYST's Board of Management:
Andrew Francis
Chairperson

Joy Cusack
Member

Stuart Miller
Treasurer

Marilyn Kenney
Member

Katherine Heiler, member resigned November 2018
The MYST Team would like to thank the volunteer members of the Board who give freely of their
time to ensure the ongoing sound governance of the organisation.

Who's Who
Executive Team:
Manager
Financial Controller
Manager
Finance Manager

Kim Scanlon
Lize Donaldson
Damian Cooper (resigned November 2018)
Rod Campbell-Ross (resigned October 2018)

Team Leaders:
Maddy Forwood
Greg Watson
Amba Lewis-Rosman

Youth Work Team
Outdoor Explore team
Counselling & Case Management Team

Youth Work Team:
Maddy Forwood
Paige Thurlow-Want
Skye Flemming
Justin Hopper
Jim Wood

Specialist Youth Worker-Outreach and team leader
Youth Worker at Springwood
Youth Worker at Katoomba
Youth Worker at Katoomba and Springwood
Outreach Youth Worker and court support advocate

Counselling and Case Management Team:
Amba Lewis-Rosman
Sue Huehn
Leah Hutton
Sara Dynes

Adolescent Counsellor, Art Therapist and team leader
Adolescent & Family Counsellor
Early Intervention Case Manager and Glue Worker
Early Intervention Case manager and Glue Worker

Outdoor Explore Team:
Greg Watson
Roman Hofmann
Kate Greenham
Luke Robbins
Lauren Wilson
Nikolai Byczkov

Outdoor Explore Coordinator and team leader
Casual Guide and administration support
Casual Guide
Casual Guide
Casual Guide
Casual Guide

Disability Team (separated from MYST in December 2018):
Sue Campbell Ross
Michelle McManus
Jeramy Nusco
Emma Donlevy
Krystal Durkic
Karina Biehle
Helen Haigh
Fiona Smith
Loren Lynch Gardner
Kylie Martin
Elaine Tjoelker
Tahlia Nelson
Christopher Timbs

Disability Coordinator & Team leader
Disability Support Coordinator
Behaviour Support Manager & Practitioner
Behaviour Support Practitioner (casual)
Support Coordinator (casual)
Support Coordinator (casual)
Disability Administration Support Worker (casual)
Disability Administration Support Worker (casual)
Support Coordinator (casual)
Disability Support Worker (casual)
Disability Support Worker (casual)
Disability Group Facilitator (casual)
Disability Support Worker (casual)

Casual Youth Workers:
Tahlia Nelson
Christopher Timbs
Jared Gynn
Giselle Griffiths

Casual Youth Worker
Casual Youth Worker
Casual Youth Worker
Casual Youth Worker

Some Statistics:
Outdoor Explore:
155 young people
participated this year.
83% felt more confident in
their day to day life after
completing the program.
89% report that they have
achieved positive changes in
their life. 100% would
recommend to family or
friends.

Individual
Support:

328 young people received
individual support at MYST.
88% said they got the help
they wanted. 70% felt more
confident about their future.
85% would recommend
MYST to a friend or family
member.

Counselling:

297 young people and their
families were supported. 80%
reported an improvement in
their day to day life. 98% felt
their counsellor respected
them & understood their
issues. 86% would
recommend this service to
friends & family

Drop-In:
135 young people attended
Drop-In. 82% said that this
service improved their day to
day life.

Some Statistics:
Disability:
232 people supported through MYST
Disability service in the last financial
year.
60 young people attended Hang-Out.
88% said they got the help they
needed.
81% said the support from MYST
helped them in their day to day life.

School Programs:
10 Programs ran in local high
schools with 141 young people
attending.
66% would recommend to a
friend.
57% reported positive changes in
their lives.

Staff Reflections

Senior Specialist Youth Worker
Maddy Forwood
Without being dramatic I can say that the first 6 months of 2018 was the most testing time of my professional career to date.
We lost many good people due to an unavoidable restructure and it hurt us individually, as an organisation and within our
community.

A Positive Outcome
I had a young person who has had major difficulties within her family. To be honest, not a lot has changed, but in supporting
this young person I made great connections with Michael Smith from Katoomba Community Health and I know that I have
been able to provide an outlet and strong support for this young person who at often times has had no one else.

A Major Challenge
It was a challenging year but MYST has survived and it continuing to support young people in the Mountains. The team pulled
together and overcame tremendous difficulties to move forward and to continue to do what we do best.

Looking forward
My role is moving more into a supportive and
supervisory role, which I have done in the past
and am excited about doing with the youth
work team. I also have the opportunity to do
some community development work and its
been a while since I have been able to do that.

Final Thoughts
Kim has steered us as an organisation through
incredibly murky waters, often working long
hours and days to not only navigate through a
restructure, but learn an entirely new role within
a relatively new organisation and alongside her
own personal life happenings. I am so grateful
to have had Kim alongside us.

Add a
heading

Springwood Youth Centre
Paige Thurlow-Want & Justin Hopper
The year has had some challenges but overall it has been amazing. We
have seen more young people come through our centre for support or
just for a safe place to come and enjoy themselves. We are doing a
range of programs in schools and seeing fundraisers from schools & the
community to support our service. We have also been working with other
services to facilitate parenting programs and assisted referrals.

A Positive Outcome
A client participating in one of our weekly group programs at a local high
school was experiencing some very difficult challenges, alone. Whilst in
the group, she overcome a lot of personal challenges and started to build
a trusting relationship with the Youth Worker. Through this relationship, the
Youth Worker was able to acknowledge and check in on this young person
and encourage her to seek support, including talking to her family and
other services to help with her recovery. The Youth Worker provided
ongoing support to be able to help her manage the difficult emotions she
was feeling. It is always amazing to see how much of a positive impact
Youth Workers have on the lives of young people. To be able to help these
young people with support and just being there when they need it or to talk
truly makes a difference. Our reward is seeing how we can be that
influence that has supported a young person to be able to take the next
step in their life and feel a sense of achievement and belonging and to be
able to keep moving forward in their lives.

A Major Challenge
A young person started blacking out and losing consciousness at Drop-In.
This started happening really frequently after suffering emotional trauma.
A Youth Worker supported the young person to attend a doctors
appointment and to get follow up specialist tests done but there was no
physical reason for these seizures. With the blackouts continuing to
happen over the next 6 months, the youth worker again started advocating
for treatment options. Eventually a psychological diagnosis was given and
the young person has started receiving the extra supports he needed to be
able to recover and achieve his goal of getting his Drivers Licence.

Looking Forward
More programs being run throughout the local community based on need
and having more local people use our centre. Having Fundraiser money
box’s distributed throughout the community to start raising funds for YP
who struggle to afford excursions or things at school or after school
activities this will allow them to be able to have the opportunity and not
miss out.

Final Thoughts
The year has been very positive and productive. We have been receiving
donations from places like Bio oil, Little Care Packs and other people in
our community. It has been amazing to see the community come together
to help support the young people in the our community. Being a part of
MYST and being a youth worker is so rewarding. I enjoy coming to work
every day, I enjoy every laugh and every challenge that is worked through
to achieve the most positive possible outcomes for young people.

Katoomba Youth Centre
Skye Flemming & Justin Hopper
It has been a real up and down year for everyone involved with
MYST, we've gone through some immense changes in the last
12 months. Nevertheless, MYST continues to provide support
for young people in the Blue Mountains, and they have
continued to seek out us for support.

A Positive Outcome
A young person who's been attending the centre for a couple of
years now has opened up more and more each year to the
Youth Workers. In the beginning, he struggled to control his
anger and would regularly lash out at workers, other young
people and the gaming equipment. He received a couple of
short bans from the centre here and there because of his
behaviour. Through ongoing support, he has been able to
communicate his feelings effectively and to be able to identify
the warning signs when he becomes agitated. he has learn't
strategies to regulate his emotions with Youth Workers,
including removing himself from the gaming equipment, talking
to one of the Youth Workers, go for a walk or give himself a
Time-Out.

A Major Challenge
The most challenging thing has definitely been the re-structure
which took place at the end of 2018. We lost a lot of our MYST
family and felt insecure in our jobs. It was also difficult for the
young people as there were Drop-In closures due to staff stress
levels and numerous meetings. Many young people were afraid
that MYST would close and were disappointed with the
reduction in Drop-In days. Thankfully MYST is on an upward
trajectory now and we are feeling much more secure.

Looking Forward
We are excited for MYST to continue to get back on it's feet
again, continue to regain it's significance in the community and
support young people the best way we can. Out team continues
to grow closer and stronger and I look forward to what we can
achieve in the future.

Final Thoughts
We appreciate all the support we have received, from Kim who
stepped up to the role of manager when we were at our lowest,
to the young people who never gave hope in MYST and
continued to hold us in high regard. We wouldn't have made it
through the year without the never ending support from all staff
members, I am very proud to be part of this organisation.

Outreach Youth Worker-Boys
Mentoring & Court Support

Jim Wood

This year has been a year of consolidation and adaption at
MYST. With many staff changes and upheaval to services. The
support service is continuing on and aiming to support Young
People as best we can.

A Positive Outcome
It’s a challenging thought to consider positive outcomes when
working with disadvantaged Young People. If success is seen
as climbing a ladder our Young People are starting off not
even knowing there is a ladder to climb, and if they do realise
there are many obstacles on the way to the ladder. A story
that highlights this is two Young Men who started using ice
aged 12 years. Both have had difficult and complicated paths
but 5 years later have experienced long periods off drugs and
begun to put their lives and family connections back together.
It’s been important that many people have been there to
support them at different times. Where their lives take them
could determine if their story is a positive outcome. Or
regardless of what happens in the future, the fact that
workers and others have been involved in a supporting role
when people deserved empathetic,
non-judgemental support that assisted them somewhat at the
time might suggest a positive outcome.

A Major Challenge
A continuing challenge in supporting Young People is in the areas of Alcohol and other Drug use, Mental Health and Education.
Since conducting some solid research into Alcohol & Drug use amongst Blue Mountains Young People in 2016 and the findings
indicating boredom and a lack of things to do for Young People, leading to increased rates of AOD use, not much has changed.
Also education for some Young People is very problematic. While there are many supportive educational services and teachers,
lots of Young People still struggle to get an educational qualification affecting employment and adult life. High levels of stress for
Young People seem to be leading to poor mental health outcomes. Hopefully, society and services can continue to find suitable
responses to deal with growing levels of depression and anxiety. These mental health challenges are sometimes causing Young
People to struggle to leave their houses/bedrooms and interact with schools/peers and others.

Moving Forward
I continue to find the passion and energy to support Young People and be inspired by many workers in differing roles who
continue to be kind and understanding towards Young People. We haven’t done ourselves out of a job yet and it continues to be
a privilege to be allowed into peoples lives, at their most vulnerable, and be able to play a role in supporting them.I’m hopeful
that MYST is able to continue on and offer services that Young People need and can continue to work in the best interests of
Young People. That a culture continues to develop in the Mountains that supports Young People to enjoy happy and healthy
experiences that enable them to deal with a challenging world.

Final Thoughts
I’m glad MYST has continued on.The service and workers passion to support Young People is needed in the Mountains, as
vulnerable Young People need on going support in a society in which it seems harder and harder to make your way.

Early Intervention Case
Management
Leah Hutton & Sara Dynes
This year has seen a major shift and change within our
organisation and the continued progression of a journey that we
had embarked on together at the end of last year. Our roles and
partnerships have transformed, resulting in the end of one phase
but providing a new platform for the beginning of a new and
prosperous opportunity to support young people in our community.

A Positive Outcome

Client Y came to the service about mid-way through 2017. She was
trying to leave her parents’ home (DV and D&A), however she had
the dilemma of leaving her younger siblings. Client Y had a
traineeship (which she completed!) in the mountains and decided
that moving closer to work would be the best thing for her. Client Y
spent 13 months in transitional, which led to Youth Private Rental
Subsidy and securing a private rental property that she loves. Client
Y is currently in the process of becoming an accredited foster carer
so that she can look after her siblings until they turn 18. Client Y has
said that it is challenging but that having the support of MYST has
given her confidence to keep trying.

A Major Challenge
The restructure of our service and the ending of our partnership with
Platform Youth services has been a catalyst in terms of reflection
and re-evaluation for our role within the service. We have been
challenged by the organisation's restructure which has been an
evolving process that has not only tested our strengths as workers
but built resilience in a time of growth. I won’t say it was easy
because I believe we are still in the midst of our development, but it
has certainly provided a much needed new beginning for such a
beneficial community service.

Moving Forward

We are excited about the development of our role and the potential
new opportunities and pathways this will create to support young
people in our community. We feel as though this transformation
though still a work in progress will allow us to focus more specifically
on supporting within the early intervention role within the schools,
court support, program delivery and case management. It provides a
new and exciting premise for our role.

Final Thoughts
Though the challenges of the organisations restructure have been a
prevalent issue throughout the year. It has provided the building
blocks for resilience and the opportunity for growth not only as an
organisation but as workers. For as Thich Nhat Hanh said
“Everything can begin with you. You are the foundation of any
change that will happen in society”.

Adolescent & Family Counselling
Amba Lewis-Rosman & Sue Huehn
It has been a tough and challenging 12 months for
MYST, with the uncertainty of the organisations
future. The restructure put a lot of stress on the
MYST team, and difficult decisions had to be made.
Self reflection and understanding of the teams
Enneagram type (a personality typing system)
helped, as we travelled through the restructure, to
communicate better with each other. Different
personality types behave and react differently when
under stress and require different encouragement
and support. MYST’s strong reputation, with young
people and in the local community has helped us
through the past year also, bringing us back to
focusing on our strengths and the unique services
we offer young people and their families in the Blue
Mountains.

A Positive Outcome
Young people involved with MYST Programs, such as ‘Steps’, ‘Stress-less’ and ‘Outdoor Explore’, are engaging with individual
counselling to help support them further. One such client, participated in the ‘Stress-less’ program at school, and with support
from Maddy transitioned to counselling at MYST. With support and encouragement they completed their HSC, and gained entry
into further education. The strong connection and organic approach of all of MYST services and team members, makes engaging
with other MYST services unproblematic and less stressful. Amba has noticed a higher demand on Art therapy, over the past
year among young people. One young person saying “I like to draw and not have the attention on me and what I have to say”. We
have personalised the counselling spaces, both at Manners Park and Katoomba, and have received positive responses from
clients. This personalisation has allowed for a more comfortable and accessible space for everyone.

A Major Challenge
A major challenge over the past year has been to keep the positivity within the team through the restructuring of MYST, while
juggling the increase in high demands of complex clients that presented themselves to MYST. Staying transparent with the
MYST team helped with the transition. The negotiation of the case mangers’ roles at MYST to be more focused on early
intervention work with young people was successful although proves to be ongoing. We have struggled with effective ways to
promote the Enneagram Model program and workshops. Below is the link to find out more information about this:
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/o/mountains-youth-services-team-20023626045

Moving Forward
Stability within MYST and the team, the implementation of new data collection, defining job roles and strategies to support the
MYST team 'family’ to grow and blossom. Continuing to build and implement the Enneagram program / workshop to both
young people and families and the industry, is a strong focus for next year. We are excited about the future direction of the
Counselling team. The team approach to family therapy, consistency in data collection, service quality, availability over the
week, and flexibility with young people, while complementing each other with different modalities and approaches will assist in
future growth of the Counselling team.

Final Thoughts
The Counselling team are looking forward to focusing on our strengths and supporting young people and their families, through
outcome focused counselling, assistance and support. We remain committed to the well-being of young people and their
families. The past year has allowed for a greater understanding of each other and the development of a collaborative team.
Looking towards the future the Counselling team at MYST has aims of bettering their services and impact upon the youth of the
Blue Mountains.

Outdoor Explore
Greg Watson
2018-2019 was a big year for Outdoor Explore. We were running
the FACS programs and one or two disabilities programs along
with Youth Hope. At the start of 2019 Outdoor Explore exploded
with more programs than ever before.

A Positive Outcome
The restructure has improved the relationships between the
Young People and the Youth Centres. Having Skye & Paige on
every program has given the Young People opportunity for
ongoing support through the Youth Centres and this has shown
to be of huge benefit and growth in drop in numbers. We have
been seeing past participants of Outdoor Explore coming to us
for assistance and support as they are leaving or have left school
and aren’t sure how to navigate TAFE or what is in their future.

A Major Challenge
This year we have had up to 9 programs running per week during
School Term and the challenge has been trying to keep up with
all of the program coordination. This will continue to be a problem
as we continue to grow however this has been alleviated with the
addition of hours for Roman Hofmann who has helped
immeasurably.

Moving Forward
I’m excited to see how we grow with a focus on sustainable
programs that enable us to reach more Young People.

Final Thoughts
Outdoor Explore at an important time with options for growth and
new programs being developed. It’s important that we continue
with what we do now but to constantly question what we do and
what could we do differently to improve our service.

Street Art Murals
Australia
We had some upgrades to the Street
Art Walk in Katoomba by artists
'Father Superior' and Nastia
Gladushchenko this year as well as a
completed SAMA project in
Parramatta as part of the Beyond
Stereotypes project by artist 'Inovis'
and a cafe mural in Waterloo by Lotte
Alexis Smith

Our Partners

Platform Youth Services
Platform Youth Services is an accomodation & Specialist youth homelessness service in the Blue Mountains, Hawkesbury and
Penrith areas. MYST was a primary partner until March this year in the delivery of the Nepean Blue Mountains Young People's
Homelessness and Housing Support Service. The partnership changed in March to ensure MYST supports the Early Intervention
aspects of risk of homelessness and Platform supports accomodation needs.

The Stronger Families Alliance
SFA is network of government, non-profit and voluntary organisations working together to bring collective impact supports to Blue
Mountains families. MYST is a member of the alliance and plays a pivotal role in representing and implementing initiatives relating to
young people .

State Debt Recovery

State Debt Recovery are responsible for the receipt and processing of fines issued by various government agencies and authorities,
and administering the fine enforcemnet system for the collection of unpaid fines. MYST works with SDR in the administration of Work
and Development Orders which allows clients to reduce their fines through unpaid work and through certains courses or treatments.

NSW Department of Education
MYST works closely with Blacktown Youth College (Lawson Campus), Blaxland, Winmalee, Springwood and Katoomba High
Schools in the delivery of personal development and therapy based programs, which are designed to support students to remain
engaged in their education.

Blue Mountains Adventure Company
Blue Mountains Adventure Company has been a strong supporter and partner of MYST for many years. They have recently been
purchased by World Expeditions, an Australian based company that delivers adventures all over the world. BMAC donates their
guides and equipment to MYST for our FACS programs and provide fantastic deals on hiring their equipment and vans for our Fee
For Service programs.

Wesley Mission
Wesley Mission is a Christian based service provider offering support and advocacy for the most vulnerable members of our
society. MYST delivers Outdoor Explore, an adventure based therapy program for Wesley Mission as part of it's Youth Hope
program.

Youth Mental Illness & Substance Abuse Network
YMISA is a network of agencies & organisations, both government & non government working to improve the mental health
outcomes of young people living in the Blue Mountains. MYST is the lead agency in a number of YMISA initiatives including
research, staff training, sector networking and a range harm minimization campaigns.

Youth Off The Streets
YOTS is helping disconnected young people to discover greatness within, by engaging, supporting & providing opportunities to
encourage & facilitate positive life choices. YOTS partners with MYST to run the Rock & Water Program in schools.

Varuna Writers House
MYST Partnered with the Writers House to give young people who have a strong interest and ability in writing
the opportunity to develop their skills through a series of workshops.

Other Supporters
Business Donors:
Mountain High Pies Wentworth Falls - 4757 4607
Bakery Patisserie Schwarz – 47573300
Scenic World -47800200
Nicks Cycles -47518872
Springwood Sports Club -43497796
Katoomba Music - 47821121

Community Partners & Supporters
Blue Mountains City Council
Upper Blue Sunrise Rotary Club
Lower Mountains Rotary Club
Mid Mountains Neighbourhood Centre-Belong Blue Mountains
Mountains Outreach Community Service (Parenting Young)
Blue Mountains Women’s Health & Resource Centre
Mountains Community Resource Network
Little Care Packs
Foundation for Rural and Regional Renewal
Blaxland High School fundraiser

Facebook: facebook.com MountainsYouthServicesTeam
Website: www.myst.com.au
Mountains Youth Services Team Inc. (MYST)
PO Box 99, Springwood NSW 2777 . Ph: 1300 000 6978
ABN: 19 942 569 473
Incorporation No. Y1475811
CFN/20768 Charity Licence Number
MYST is endorsed by the Australian Tax Office as a
deductible gift recipient under the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997.Mountains Youth Services Team
Inc. registered with the Australian Charities and Not for profit Commission (ACNC).

